Function:
Demolition Drone
Motto: "The road to ruin is short when I'm driving."
Perhaps Megatron's most horrific invention ever is his army of programmable drones which unquestionably serve his every wish. Falling under Tarnor's charge of specialized task drones, Scavenger's application is focused on one thing: brute force. Heavy armor makes Scavenger practically unstoppable. Gauges on his back channel deadly electric currents. Enjoy nothing more than getting out and wreaking something.

Mega Tanker
Jetstorm Deluxe
Optimus Primal Deluxe

Clip and Save Instructions:
INSTRUCTIONS: Excessive force is not necessary. Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

1 ATTACK MODE
Pull lever to activate jaw. Open side panel to reveal Spark Crystal and identify the allegiance.

2 Fold the vehicle's head and neck down as shown.

3 Rotate the claws up as shown to help rotate treads. Separate legs.

4 Rotate treads to help rotate arms. Lower treads down to become robot legs.

5 Robot Head

6 Raise hatch to expose robot head.

Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back to vehicle.